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Details of Visit:

Author: Albertross
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 13 Jul 2012 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07909633564

The Premises:

Met in a reasonable hotel with easy access to room without having to pass reception. 

The Lady:

Attractive lady with shoulder length blonde hair. Size 10 to 12 I guess, with great breasts. Carrying a
bit of weight on her tummy from having children, but I would be a hypocrite to complain!

The Story:

Well, I had phoned and booked Lauren from the other site. I was given the room number when I had
parked in the hotel. I was greeted at the door by a nice looking lady just wearing a towel wrapped
round her. The room was in darkness apart from the TV so it was difficult to get a good view of her.
She described the services and recommended the full GFE with kissing, cuddles, body to body
massage, CIM and said it was 150 quid. At this stage I should have left. On her profile it says 120.
On Lauren's profile it says she charges an extra tender for CIM. Nevertheless, thinking with my dick
I paid the 150. As we sat on the bed I realised she had a cold with a sore throat and bad cough.
Halfway through the meeting she used the name Jessica and only once I had checked her profile
afterwards did I realise that having booked Lauren I was sent to Jessica. Now Jessica was
incredibly friendly, worked quite hard to keep me happy, and persevered for round two despite her
cold, but you could tell she was really not interested. She had clearly just had a shower before I
arrived but still did not smell fresh when I was doing reverse oral.

So I had been scammed on the price, sent to the wrong girl who had a bad cold, was disinterested
and was not as fresh as you would want. Overall a bad punt that has left me feeling seriously
annoyed rather than relaxed and satisfied.
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